Dynamic TV Channels (DTC) Beta - Disclaimer & Terms of Service.

The Dynamic TV Channels (DTC) Feature has been designed as an automated function which
periodically scans the Internet for IPTV channels that were at the time of scanning publicly available. Our
software scans detect over 10.000 channels and automatically filters through them so that the list that is
provided on this site might show only those that have a relatively high chance of actually working. As
these sources are publicly available we assume but do not guarantee that these channels are all Free to
view (FTV) or Free to Air (FTA). Direct Telecom does not charge extra for the the DTC Channels Feature
because it is in the “BETA” testing phase. It is a feature that is provisionally added for free to the dT
Media MORE/Catch Up package and may or may not incur an extra charge in the future (you would
receive prior notice in the event of any additional charges).
Our automated scripts will make the best possible effort to dynamically categorise the found channels by
language, country or category although we cannot guarantee that this is perfect.
When you consume/enjoy the DTC content, you are receiving the stream directly from the source or
provider of this content at the going Bitrate (as is) established by the source/provider and is in no way
altered or optimised by us.
Adult content: Our automated scans may also find Adult content/channels, which we try to assign to the
“XXX” category. We have therefore disabled the “Category” search feature by default to prevent/avoid
minors to access this content even though the channels listed in this category are publicly available.
Categories: In order to enable the entire Category list feature, you must understand & accept the
conditions described herein. As it is not possible for us to enable the Category list feature without also
enabling access to the Adult content, it is necessary to request that this feature is enabled in writing and
by agreeing to understand these Terms of Service.
You hereby understand that;
- DTC channels are the result of an automated feature which is in no way guaranteed to work by
Direct Telecom.
- The sources of the available DTC channels are totally unrelated and not maintained by Direct
Telecom.
- Each stream/channel listed herein has been obtained/found using an automated “web search”.
- The DTC channel list is automatically populated with content as a result of an automated “search
scan” where no “person” is actively checking the content or nature of the content.
- The source of the DTC channels can come from a wide range of countries, languages, religions
and genres over which Direct Telecom has little to no control.
- The nature of the DTC content may vary in all kinds of political or religious and may show content
that could be offensive, explicit or contrary to your own views or opinions.
- It is your responsibility to know if it is legal for you to watch the content you are watching in the
country you are accessing it from.
- The DTC channels listed may come and go without prior notice.
- Each time you access the DTC feature, you will be able to see the channels that have been found
and filtered since the last scan which is refreshed on a daily basis. Although the presence of
most channels might be consistent over time, some might disappear and others might appear
without prior notice.

-

The amount of available DTC channels listed may vary greatly from one day to another without
prior notice.
The nature and content of the audio & video of the listed DTC channels are not monitored by any
persons or by Direct Telecom.
Direct Telecom has no idea if any of the content available through any of the DTC channels is
appropriate or not, it is your responsibility to decide for yourself.
Once you have enabled the “categories” listings, you will have access to adult content which
provides access to pornographic content that may contain graphic depictions, nudity, adult
language, and descriptions of explicit sexual activity, including homosexual, bisexual, transexual,
and heterosexual situations of a sexual nature. Minors prohibited. The system contains adult
oriented content and is not intended for minors. Only adults (1) who are at least 18-years old and
(2) who have reached the age of majority where they live may access the system. The Company
forbids all persons who do not meet these age requirements from accessing the system. If you
suspect that your system is not secure enough or that there is a chance that minors might access
it, please disable the entire system and contact us so that we can disable the feature for you.

You hereby understand that the DTC channels feature by Direct Telecom is simply a Feature which
automatically scans the Internet for FTV/FTV channels which are already available to anyone who
searches the internet, with the goal of providing them to the user in a more “user friendly” manner (list &
categories). You understand that none of the channels or content listed in the DTC channels are in any
way related to Direct Telecom. You understand and accept that you will not hold Direct Telecom
responsible for anything related to the DTC channels. Each DTC channel is streamed to you “as is” and it
is possible that some of these channels may require more bandwidth than your Internet connection
supports. You understand that in order to try and prevent adult content from being viewed by minors, all
adult channels found should be listed only under the “xxx” category but we cannot guarantee this. The
“category listing” feature will only be enabled if requested in writing together with acceptance of these
Terms of Service in which you agree to be fully responsible for the management and access to adult
content. You understand that it is your responsibility to ensure minors have no access to the adult content
&/or any other content you do not consider to be appropriate.
If you wish you may ask us to completely disable access to all DTC channels by sending us an email to :
info@direct-telecom.es
Similarly, if you wish to report inappropriate content or channels, you can email us and we will try to
remove this content from the listings.

I understand and agree to these Terms of Service and take full responsibility.

